COMPANY PROFILE
Located in famous manufacturing industrial city Dongguan, Jinghai Glass is an expert in domestic and overseas architecture glass market, and has been specialized in providing variety of building glass solutions for over 10 years.

Our factory was founded in 2003, covers 36.68 hectares, main business is deep processing glass, product category includes: float glass, tempered glass, insulated glass, laminated glass, low-e glass, ceramic frit glass, anti reflective glass and smart glass.

To see more about our production please click HERE
Automatic Glass Coating Line: Vacuum magnetron sputtering, imported from Germany Von Ardenne.
Max. Size: 3,300*6,000mm
Capacity/day: 21,000m²
Automatic Glass Cutting Line: Imported from Germany Grenzebach.
Capacity/day: 8,000m²
Temper Furnace: Jingglass has 4 tempered lines, LandGlass Furnance is the first brand in China. Explosive rate: ≤1.5‰ (industrial standard ≤3‰)
Max. Size: 3,300*6,000mm
Capacity/day: 20,000m²
Laminated Glass Line:
Thickness: 6-60mm
Max. Size: 3,000*8,000mm
Capacity/day: 2,000m²
Edge Grinding Machines:
Capacity/day: 15,000m²
Automatic Insulation Line: Imported from Switzerland Bystronic. Jingglass has 4 insulated glass production lines. Thickness: 8-60mm
Size: 3,200*6,000mm
Automatic Ceramic Silk Screen Line
Thickness: 8-60mm
Size: 3,200*6,000mm
Tempered Glass
Laminated Glass
Insulated Glass
Low-e Glass
Ceramic Frit Glass
Switchable Smart Glass

Smart glass is a laminated glass product consisting of a Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystal (PDLC) film, sandwiched between two layers of glass and two layers of conductive interlayers. This PDLC film allows you to change the visual appearance of the glass from opaque (translucent) to clear (transparent).
Anti-Reflective Glass

Represent ways to improve or optimize readability of a displayed image or set of characters. Readability is essential for the optimum performance of any display, and the visual information to be read clearly, quickly and comfortably (minimal eyestrain).

We offer single side and double side AR coating for transmission increasing from 3% to 6%. Max. Size up to 90” glass.

Anti-reflective glass is now widely used in building entrance, panoramic restaurant, stadium VIP box, office unit, showcase, display cabinet, zoo, advertizing LCD display, airport control tower, retail store, cinema, TV, studio, recoding room etc.
Aurora Tower, Shanghai

24mm Double Low-E IGU (CLR-TDE)
24mm Golden Heat Reflective IGU (CLR-GOLD)
Collins Tower, Melbourne, Australia

(QLR-8-T+PLE77A02+9A+CLR-4-HS+1.14PVB+CLR-4-HS)

Quantities: 50,000 SQM
The World Trade Center, Dongguan

31.52mm self-clean coating + Low-E laminated insulated glass;
CLR-10-T-(heat soak) + (SMC78+SL30);
CLR-10-T-(heat soak) + (SMC78+SL30) + 12A + CLR-8-T-(heat soak) + LES52;
LL-10-(heat soak)+SL30+12A+K-CLR-8-T-(heat soak)+LES52;
CLR-6-T-(ceramic frit)-(heat soak)+1.52PVB clr+CLR-6-T-(heat soak);
CLR-10-T-(heat soak)+(SMC78+SL30);
CLR-15-W-T-(heat soak)+(SMC78+SL30)

Quantities: 100,000 SQM
Office:
B1 / 1107, Tian’an Cyber Park, Nancheng District, Dongguan City, Guandong Province, China. 523000

Factory:
Taiying Industrial, Hongmei Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, China

www.jingglass.com
info@jingglass.com
Tel: +86 769 22273585
Fax: +86 769 22273586